
Can this interactive series keep your kids
reading this summer?

Will you be the next character to
be... Immortalized in print for the
world to see?

Being There Awakenings, an International Bestselling
interactive novel may just be the key to keep your kids reading
this summer!

LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK, UNITED STATES, May 25, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Do you remember the glow on the face
of a child curled up in your lap with sparkling eyes gazing up
at you with wonder and excitement as you read their favorite
book to them? Each written word stimulating their imagination
and creativity as they passed across your lips leaving them
wanting for more at the end of the tale.

Then watching them grow with boundless imagination acting
out their favorite characters in play stimulated by stories they
grew to love through reading their favorite tales. What would
you do for a chance to keep that excitement and creativity
alive in your children, allowing the written word to continue to
stimulate creative thought and imagination?

This is one goal of international bestselling author, RC
Henningsen with the debut of his original fan interactive series
of novels beginning with “Being There Awakenings”. The
Being There series of interactive novels is a coming of age
series for readers of all genres ages thirteen and up and
invites readers to participate in the creative process.

It’s all too familiar these days to see children progress from reading inventive tales the likes of “Harry
Potter” and “How to train your dragon”, to nonstop gaming and texting. This often marks the
beginnings of a noticeable slide from sociable family life to a life of more sequestered, and sometimes
almost antisocial gaming where kids separate themselves from real life and social situations as they

There is magic in all of us,
and it exists in our
imaginations and our ability to
create. To nurture this
process, we open a world of
endless possibility... Let it die,
and possibility dies as well.

RC Henningsen

become increasingly engrossed with texting and electronic
gaming.

The goal is not to inhibit children from progressing along with
their peers in the use of electronic devices, but to help find a
balance between the use of electronic gaming devices and
continued stimulation of their imagination and natural
creativity through participation in a true interactive series of
novels.

With the Being There series of true interactive novels, not only
are readers given the opportunity to help to develop, guide

http://www.einpresswire.com
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and even redirect the course of the story line for each addition to the series, they are also given
multiple opportunities to have their name added to the cast of characters to be immortalized in print
forever!

The Being There series of interactive novels is an open ended series that encourages participation
keeping the creative process alive. It is not as simple as placing a vote for your favorite answer to the
question posed at the end of the book and moving on. The interaction really begins via the Being
There Insiders newsletter, where readers with be asked for their input on important topics the likes of;
Naming characters, planets and galaxies. Selecting scene locations and whether or not they occur on
this planet. Developing and naming new alien life forms, equipment, transports, and robotics and
defense technology.  Selecting artwork and covers for each addition to the series… and, like an
emperor of Rome, on occasion readers will be called upon to decide the fate of one or more of the
characters.

Plus, each addition to the series will provide another opportunity to become the next person added to
the cast of characters, just like Chris and Connor, brothers from Long Island, NY who make their
debut appearance in Being There Awakenings, the first story of the series.

Readers are urged to submit a well thought out and descriptive character or chapter suggestion
based upon their favorite part of the story line to be considered for inclusion in the series. As Being
There Awakenings is a crossover novel, submissions for Sci-fi, Action, Adventure, fantasy and even a
touch of romance are welcomed and may even result in a spin off series of interactive novels.  

If selected by our reviewers, your name will be added to the cast of characters to be immortalized in
print for the world to see!

Strong reviews for the debut novel in the series, Being There Awakenings suggest this may just be the
answer to keep the spark alive for continued reading and stimulation of the creative process, even
through the summer months.
You can join the fun by picking up your copy today at Being There Awakenings.com, Amazon.com and
BarnesandNoble.com.
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